un jardin en plus
An extra garden, wherever you want,
to enrich the local green areas,
defy the law of nature,
sow seeds where things do not normally grow
and make the tarmac bloom.
An extra garden, whenever you want,
to make the most of a continuous spring,
drive the dull weather away
and enjoy a flowery and coloured
little part of the town.
A hidden and enclosed round, smooth,
multi-coloured little world
behind white wooden fences to be discovered.

concretely
inflatable urban scenery…
⚫ dimensions: 15 meters wide x 8 to 10 meters deep
⚫ the structures are well-adapted to a small or medium square (or a park, etc…)
⚫ the flowers and trees have an internal lighting circuit system for the night.
 one big inflatable tree: height = 6m - base diameter = 2m (5 to 6 weights to maintain the structure)
 white wooden fences: 40 linear meters x 0.6 meters high
 three flowers in pots: 1.70m and 2.55m high (2 weights per pot)
 two shrubs in pots: height = 2.10m - base diameter = 1.20m (2 weights per pot)
 eleven inflatable flowers on metal stems of 3.60m to 4.20m high (3 weights per stem)
 the air pressure opens the sepals made in aluminium

conditions
inflatable spectacular installation  1 900€ per day - The company is not subject to V.A.T.
transportation  round-trip from Toulouse – € 0.70/km (for long distances, please contact us).
duration of the installation  up to 8 hours a day maximum.
Installation 
 a technical room should be provided with electrical power supply.
 the intervention site should be provided minimum 3 hours before the beginning of the installation.
 it is mandatory that we be able to park our van very close to the assembly area and that the sandbags
already be ready there
electric power supply  two 10/16A 220V electrical power supplies should be provided very close
to the installation area.
barriers  additional depending on type of event.
weights  the ideal (for us) – 33 bags of 20kg + 8 bags of 35kg.
 the simplest (for you) – 30 bags of 35kg.
staff  The company will be assuring technical maintenance of the structures used, but the
organization will be in charge of hiring one person to ensure security and safety of the place and
structures.
accommodation  for 2 people, breakfast included
 2 single rooms - a secure garage should be provided for a van.
 2 nights: we will be arriving the night before (depending on the distance from Toulouse and the time
schedule of the first installation). We will be leaving the following day.
catering  for 2 people
 dinner the night before, lunch and dinner the day of the installation (hot meals).
installation for several days in the same place  The organization will be in charge of
security and safety during the night. Should it be impossible, the organization will have to provide a
storage room for the mounted structures in-between the installations (door opening: 1.50 meters).
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